Talkers intentionally producing high-intelligibility speech for listeners in challenging situations often reduce their speech rate. This study affords listeners fine-grained control over the playback rate of a desired speech signal in varying levels of background noise, and tests listener intelligibility with their preferred and unmodified rates of speech. We find clear listener preference for decreased rates of speech as background noise increased. However, we also found degraded performance on a speech-in-noise intelligibility test relative to unmodified speech in these same conditions.
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1. Introduction

Improving the intelligibility of speech is usually the purview of the talker, with the listener as a passive agent. A great deal of work has examined how listeners process different characteristics of a talker’s speech behavior and how such changes impact intelligibility and other factors. For example, in noisy or adverse listening environments, talkers adapt their speech (ostensibly to improve intelligibility) in a number of ways: reducing speech rate, changing pitch, changing formant patterns, and increasing consonant-vowel energy ratios [1], [2]. Such speech adaptations are also found when speaking to non-native speakers [3], those with a hearing-impairment [1], and when talking to infants [4, 5]. However, little has been done to give control to listeners to improve intelligibility other than amplification and, more recently, noise cancellation. Hearing aids, e.g., allow listeners to change filter and amplifier settings. However, more may be possible given advances in electronic processing power [6]. Giving listeners control of the characteristics of incoming audio signals may open a new avenue to improve intelligibility in noisy and other adverse conditions. To provide such affordances we must know what changes in the auditory signal can assist a listener.

Due to the prevalence of talker speech rate adaptation in these challenging environments, prior work examined the effects of artificially modified speech rates on intelligibility [7, 8], often using a small number of experimenter-chosen expansion factors applied uniformly across test subjects. Both experiments showed decreases in intelligibility with time expansion. However, related experiments featuring user control or pacing in noiseless environments have shown improvement in comprehension and listener recall [9, 10]. These studies found positive effects.

Given these improvements when listeners control the auditory speech rate [9] or pacing [10], we hypothesize that a similar paradigm applied to speech rate manipulation might improve intelligibility in a noisy environment, and have designed a study, which is the subject of this communication.

2. Materials

We adapted QuickSIN [11, 12] speech tests each consisting of a single list of six recorded Harvard [13] sentences, spoken in a conversational manner by a single female talker (“signal”), in the presence of four-person babble (“noise”). Each sentence contains five keywords, whose successful recitation forms the basis of the QuickSIN test score. We altered the standard test by altering the noise levels to include 0, 2.5, 5, 6.7, 8.3, 10, 12.5, 15, and 20 dB. (New values underlined, 25 dB removed.)

The QuickSIN tracks were separated into twelve signal and twelve noise tracks, and converted to 16 bit, 44.1 KHz sampled WAV format sound files, and are referred to as Lists 1 through 12. One non-separable track was used as a “practice” list (List 13). Finally, one audio segment of an actor reciting the Gettysburg Address [14] was converted to the same format. All WAV files were normalized with a sound level meter for sound intensity.

Software was written to allow subjects to manually control the rate of audio playback in real time, using a frame-based, magnitude-interpolating phase vocoder [15] as described in [6]. Subjects controlled audio playback rate with an on-screen slider bar, which could be dragged quickly with a computer mouse. The subjects controlled the dilation ratio of the audio signal (defined as the ratio of the unmodified to modified length of an audio track) which was linearly related to the movement of the on-screen slider bar. Subsequently these data were transformed into expansion ratio (1/dilation ratio) to maintain consistency with conventional analyses in audio research. Therefore, subjects adjusted the expansion factor from 1.0 to 2.5 in non-uniform increments of not larger than 0.06. Audio playback rate responded smoothly, in real time. The time stretching technique did not change the pitch or tonal qualities of the audio. In all cases, the slider controlled the playback speed of the signal tracks, while in all but one case, the speed of the noise tracks was unchanged. The software set Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) values by keeping the signal constant and changing the intensity of the noise tracks.

3. Methods

3.1. Participants

Twenty-eight young (age 18 - 30), healthy (self-reporting no hearing problems), native English speaking adults took part in this study. Participants were entered into a raffle for a $50 Amazon Gift Card, which has since been disbursed. This study was approved by the UIC Office for the Protection of Research Subjects. Participants were recruited by announcements to UIC student mailing lists and in lectures, and provided written statements of informed consent prior to participation. Participants were informed of their right to halt participation at any time, without removal from the raffle.
3.2. Procedures

Custom software was installed on a Windows laptop, connected to Sennheiser HD 598SE over-ear headphones, with audio track sound levels calibrated to present signal audio at 65 dB SPL. Participants then engaged in the four-phase experiment described below, followed by subject interviews. The experiment took approximately 45 minutes per subject.

Training Phase: Subjects trained with the interface, controlling the expansion of a 183 second (unmodified) clip of a recitation of the Gettysburg Address with a horizontal slider.

Practice Phase: Sentences in this phase were presented with audible four-person babble noise, with a fixed signal to noise ratio of 10 dB. Subjects listened to as many sentences as necessary to be able to remember and distinguish the talker’s voice, and to understand the sentence lengths (3 to 5 seconds.)

Personalization Phase: Subjects listened to QuickSIN Lists 1 through 9, each containing six sentences. Each list was presented at a different SNR level, as above. List, noise condition, and sentence orders within each list were randomized. At the beginning of each list, the initial position of the slider was randomized to prevent historicity. Note that each noise condition is confined to a single list, previously shown to be of equivalent difficulty. [16]

Subjects set the expansion to the speed deemed most useful for understanding the target speech, with no guidance as to what settings might be “useful.” Subjects were asked to leave the slider in its most useful location before proceeding to the next group of sentences. These final settings were recorded as the subjects’ personalized Preferred Speech Rates (PSR).

Evaluation Phase: Eighteen sentences in noise were drawn from QuickSIN lists as follows: Five each from Lists 10 and 11 were used for five standard QuickSIN SNR values, in modified and unmodified conditions respectively. The remaining sentences from those lists were combined with those of List 12 to extend the QuickSIN test to four non-standard SNR values. This is summarized in Table 1, below.

Table 1: Allocation of List Sentences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR, dB</th>
<th>Modified</th>
<th>Unmodified</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0, 5, 10, 15, 20</td>
<td>List 10</td>
<td>List 11</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5, 6.7, 8.3, 12.5</td>
<td>List 10, 12</td>
<td>List 11, 12</td>
<td>Non-standard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These sentences were presented in random order, and after each sentence the subject immediately repeated the sentence back to the researcher. All keyword responses were transcribed as they were spoken or noted if not spoken.

Subject Interviews: After each experiment, subjects were interviewed and asked whether they believed the overall technique of time expansion helpful, harmful, both or neither; whether they had adopted any strategies or patterns of use; and whether they had specific improvements to suggest.

3.3. Experimental Records

Electronic Records: In all phases, the software logged subjects’ activity, including wherever applicable the identities of signal and noise tracks, the SNR of combined audio, and all expansion factors.

Scoring Records: QuickSIN test scores are calculated based on the number of keywords correctly recited back to the test administrator. Subjects’ recitations were transcribed, except where subjects omitted keywords entirely.

3.4. Analysis Techniques

In addition to PSR and keyword error counts, we used two specialized measures: A modified QuickSIN SNR-Loss, measuring overall intelligibility across five SNR settings; and glimpse increase, expressing the amount of hypothetical perceptual benefit provided by time stretching. [20]

SNR-Loss: QuickSIN intelligibility is reported as an SNR-Loss score, i.e., the difference between the subjects’ SNR-50 and that of a theoretical young healthy individual. SNR-50 is the SNR at which a subject understands 50% of an utterance. In a standard test, an SNR-Loss is calculated from the number N of correctly repeated keywords across all six sentences (i.e., SNR-Loss = 25.5 – N) using the Tillman-Olsen method [17].

During the Test Phase, subjects performed two modified and interleaved QuickSIN tests. We altered these tests, inserting additional SNR conditions to better probe the more challenging, lower signal to noise ratio region. The complete set of SNR values is as follows: 0, 2.5, 5, 6.7, 8.3, 10, 12.5, 15, and 20 dB. (New values underlined.) The standard value of 25 dB was removed since we expected very little change from the 20 to 25 dB conditions in a young, healthy population. [18]

We derive an SNR-Loss formula for our altered test following the procedures in [19]. These procedures require equally spaced steps of SNR, a condition met only by the non-underlined values. The SNR-Loss scores reported herein are calculated only as above, using the restricted, equally spaced five-point data set. Therefore, only keywords corresponding to sentences from this restricted set were used in this calculation (i.e., SNR-Loss = 20.5 – N). As described in Table 1 above, the SNR-Loss calculation for the modified and unmodified conditions use sentences from Lists 10 and 11 respectively, thus confining calculations to within single lists shown previously to be of equivalent difficulty. [16]

Glimping Data: We analyzed audio expansion’s effects from a psychoacoustic standpoint using glimpse patterns [20]. We generated cochleagram [20], [22] from unmodified test sentence and noise tracks by dividing these sound files into 58 uneven bands corresponding to cochlear frequency sensitivity from 50 to 7500 Hz with an integration time of 8 ms and frame length of 10 ms. We aligned each pair of signal and noise pattern against each other before combining, to match the randomized stimuli heard by subjects. Glimpses were defined as time-frequency cells where signal exceeded noise by 3 dB or more. Glimpse areas (GAs) were the total number of such cells in each pair of signal and noise tracks.

Second, each unmodified test sentence was fed to SPPAS automated speech segmentation software [23] with a transcript, which returned segmentation data for the words of each sentence, identifying onset/offset silences. These were used to generate masks for the glimpse patterns, including whole-utterance masks (excluding offset and onset silences) and keyword-segmented masks (including only keywords.)

Third, audio files for the modified sentences heard by subjects during their Evaluation Phase were generated from the combination of signal and noise tracks, according to their discovered PSRs. Corresponding segmentations and masks for these expanded sentences were generated by directly expanding the SPPAS results for the unmodified sentences. (SPPAS is not designed for use on stretched speech.)
Finally, as above, glimpse patterns and masks were generated by aligning the modified sentences with noise tracks as heard by the subjects, and noting time-frequency cells where the signal exceeds noise by 3 dB.

4. Results

4.1. Preferred speech rates

PSRs were determined for each SNR. A Lilliefors test failed to show normality. Therefore, median values are presented (Figure 1) with 95% confidence interval estimates. Medians ranged from 1.05 at 20 dB SNR to 1.50 at 0 dB SNR. We note a trend of increasingly large confidence intervals with increasing noise, with median values increasing nearly linearly ($R^2 = 0.91$) as SNR declines.

A Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test was performed ($\chi^2 = 36.97, df = 8, p = 1.17e^{-05}$), followed by Dunn’s test with Benjamini-Hochberg post hoc correction, controlling False Discovery Rate to 0.05. The results of the Dunn’s test, shown Table 2, analysis show that the expansion factors are statistically different at opposite ends of the SNR range, with results for all of the SNRs 0 dB, 2.5 dB and 5 dB differing ($p < 0.05$) from all of the SNRs 12.5 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB.

Table 2: Dunn’s Test of Preferred Speech Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6.7</th>
<th>8.3</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>12.5</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Intelligibility

We found intelligibility degraded significantly from 8.3 dB to 2.5 dB SNR ($p < 0.05$). We present the median change in score from the unmodified to modified conditions, for each SNR, shown Figure 1.

As before, the Lilliefors test failed to show normality. A sequence of one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests comparing words scored correct in modified vs unmodified conditions shows significant degradation in intelligibility ($p < 0.05$) at all SNRs from 0 dB through 8.3 dB.

We also examined overall SNR-Loss scores, as described above. SNR-Loss scores were calculated from raw data. The Lilliefors test indicated normality for the SNR-Loss scores. SNR-Loss worsened from a loss of 1.7 dB in the unstretched condition to 3.9 dB in the stretched condition.

4.3. Glimpse increase

Our analysis shows that an expanded sentence yields greater GAs on average, as measured by the glimpse increase ratio (GIR), i.e., ratio of the GA of a time-expanded sentence to a non-expanded sentence.

Expanding an utterance requires the creation of audio frames resulting in a longer track. Therefore, there are more time-frequency signal cells to compare to noise audio in the glimpse analysis, with the same statistical distribution as the original audio. On average this leads to a greater GA, and a greater GIR as temporal expansion increases.

However, our experiment makes direct comparisons between individual sentences difficult. First, to prevent subject learning effects, different sentences of differing lengths were used for test and control conditions. (Evaluation sentences range from 2.05 to 3.39 seconds.) Second, noise track order was randomized. Third, signal tracks contain leading and trailing silences, which are stretched during the Evaluation Phase, but discarded in the glimpse analysis. This changes the position of the voiced portion of a signal track relative to the noise track. Simulations indicate that GA and GIR are sensitive to both the second and third factors.

Since GIRs are highly variable, we grouped all GIRs according to their SNR conditions, and computed the average GIR by condition. The mean GIR is plotted against the mean expansion factor for each SNR along with a reference line of unity slope, shown Figure 2. This process was performed using both the sentence-level mask and the keyword-level mask. We constructed linear regression models, estimating the slope of the lines as 0.51 ($R^2 = 0.773$) and 0.65 ($R^2 = 0.666$), respectively. Both regressions reject the null hypothesis of zero slope ($p < 0.05$). The sentence-level regression rejects the hypothesis of unity slope ($p < 0.05$) while the keyword-only regression does not ($p > 0.05$). These analyses show that GAs increase with increasing temporal expansion; however, at the level of a whole utterance this increase is less than unity.

4.4. Interview data

Post-experiment interviews revealed that 18 respondents (64%) expressed a full or qualified belief that expansion was helpful.
“Qualified belief” includes variations (paraphrased) such as “helpful at some noise levels,” or “sometimes helpful, sometimes harmful.” Six subjects (21%) expressed no opinion, or reported that expansion was neither helpful nor harmful. Four subjects (14%) reported that the technique was harmful. Three of the four subjects who reported the technique was harmful set the slider to no expansion for all noise conditions.

When asked about their usage, 15 subjects (54%) volunteered that they employed more stretching when they perceived more noise. Of these, 14 subjects were part of the subset who believed that stretching was helpful; the other thought stretching was neither helpful nor harmful. No subjects reported more expansion with decreasing noise levels.

Three subjects offered that stretched speech, especially highly stretched speech was perceptually odd or deficient (“unnatural,” “not normal speech”, words running together).

Finally, seven subjects referred to the ability to track a particular voice, and/or distinguished between that and the ability to understand the words as spoken by that voice. Three subjects thought slower voices were harder to track (one of whom thought expansion was generally harmful, two of whom thought expansion was neither helpful nor harmful) while three thought slower voices were easier to track (two of whom thought the expansion was helpful, one of whom thought expansion neither helped nor hindered.)

5. Discussion

Our experimental results are similar to previous investigations [1,2,24,27]. This is tentatively supported by experiments in [26] which test non-uniform time expansion of conversational speech intended to mimic clear speech. While this non-uniform expansion degraded intelligibility, this degradation was much less than that caused by uniform time expansion. In [8], speech signals were expanded based on a local power threshold, with the intent of stretching only vowels. Following this non-uniform stretching, additional distortion was added to simulate hearing loss, with mixed results: time stretching effects on intelligibility were not significant for simulated hearing loss, however, for simulated hearing loss with amplification the effect of time stretching was significant and harmful. However, as the authors note, while this non-uniform stretching tended to stretch vowels rather than consonants, the overall effect was “unnatural” and did not match the cadence of naturally produced slow speech.

The intelligibility degradation may be only one effect of expanded audio. The subjects’ report of ability to track a stretched voice in noise may be of significant value: the three subjects for whom tracking a voice was easier with increased expansion performed below average; however, the three subjects who found tracking more difficult used less expansion performed better. While this small subject pool does not allow statistical analysis, it does highlight a possible trade-off between tracking and intelligibility that may occur with audio expansion. While the intelligibility of an anomalous string of words may be impeded by expansion, tracking a voice in a conversational environment may have additional benefit to the listener. If a natural voice is lost in environmental noise and a stretched voice is not, then even the distortions produced by expansion may be overcome by the subjects’ ability to choose the correct word within the context of the sentence and the conversation. It would be interesting to evaluate this condition in future experiments.

6. Conclusions

This study gave listeners control of auditory signals, showing that individual preferences exist; increased noise results in more expansion; and listeners perceived intelligibility improvement. We found a statistically significant degradation in intelligibility even with listener chosen conditions.

We believe these results show the difficulties associated with listener control of personal acoustic experience. Especially, we believe that while some subjects may be conflating the ease of isolating or tracking a voice through noise with the intelligibility of such a tracked voice, this distinction may be a fruitful research direction for related applications such as cognitive load and user comfort.
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